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Introduction
Transportation Demand Management (TDM) is the 
application of policies, programs, and infrastructure 
improvements to make it easier for people to travel 
without a vehicle. TDM works within the existing 
transportation network by expanding travel options 
and accommodating future growth by managing the 
demands placed on the network. This typically includes 
promoting transit, carpooling, walking, and biking. 
TDM is commonly applied for commuting purposes 
but is also applicable for everyday trips.

TDM is flexible and should meet the particular needs 
of a given community or region. While it can be 
significantly impactful in larger cities, TDM is applicable 
in small towns and seasonal resort destinations, like 
the Town of Mt. Crested Butte (Mt. CB). Because TDM 
provides tools that help people who live, work, and 
play in the community travel between key destinations 
easier without a car, it is crucial in a community like Mt. 
CB where the roadway infrastructure is limited. TDM 
promotes environmental, health, and other community 
benefits by reducing the reliance on vehicles for 
transportation needs and, in turn, reducing emissions, 
increasing individual activity, improving employee 
recruitment and retention, and more. As TDM tools 
place importance on places for people as opposed 
to cars,  placemaking, economic activity, and overall 
community vibrancy can be associated benefits.

This document is a toolbox for the Town to leverage 
through implementing the Master Plan, future planning 
efforts, and working with partners to help achieve the 
Community Vision. Specifically, this TDM strategy can 
assist in the following Vision Principles:

 » Improve the Multimodal Transportation Network; 

 » Focus on Placemaking & Vibrancy; and

 » Take an Active Role in Responsible Growth.

This document provides Mt. CB with the resources 
and information to be a TDM leader and partner in 
Gunnison Valley. This TDM strategy includes a defined 
goal with associated tools described to implement 
over various time points and an understanding of 
which tool(s) are applicable for multiple types of travel 
purposes. The strategies defined in this document 
may also apply to other communities in Gunnison 
Valley as the region works to ensure safe, functional, 
and sustainable travel options exist for everyone who 
lives, works in, and visits the area.

Challenges
Mt. CB’s primary mobility 
challenges stem from:

1. Peak season visitors and 
commuters that increase 
congestion, particularly 
headed to and navigating the 
Commercial Core.

2. A constrained roadway network 
with Gothic Road as the only 
viable route into and out of the 
Town/Commercial Core.

Goals
Priority TDM strategies will provide tools that:

1. Address Congestion: Address today’s 
challenges related to congestion on 
Gothic Road and around the Commercial 
Core during peak events.

2. Champion Choices: Expand multimodal 
access to destinations in the near term that 
give all users a range of travel choices.

3. Enable Growth: Prepare the Town for 
future growth in population, commerce, and 
tourism by mitigating potential impacts.
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A Meaningful Approach to TDM
To be effective, TDM should be approached in a holistic manner with an understanding that to make meaningful 
impacts on mobility in Mt. CB the Town must address the multitude of things that impact travel behavior, incorporate 
all users of the mobility network, and work together with area and regional partners. The following 3 factors will be 
key to successful implementation and should be a cornerstone of the decision-making process.

1

2

3

Diverse Strategies
An effective TDM approach to implementation will tackle Mt. CB’s issues from multiple 
vantage points (programs, projects, policies) because mobility challenges are multi-
faceted. Mt. CB can make the most impact by intentionally pursuing a broad set of 
strategies because as they get implemented, they naturally build on one another (see 
Catalyst projects on page 7). The implementation results in benefits and outcomes for the 
complete set of strategies that have the potential to be greater than the sum of individual 
strategies alone. TDM strategies also complement other efforts of Mt. CB beyond mobility, 
such as economic development, tourism, quality of life, safety, and more). The strategies 
identified in this document provide all necessary pieces that, if leveraged together, create 
“solutions that stick.”

Every Strategy Impacts Everyone
Even though some strategies offer more direct benefits for specific Mobility Users (see 
page 4 for detail), every strategy provides at least some benefit to everyone traveling to, 
within, and through Mt. CB. Many strategies may have more indirect benefits, but they all 
are pieces of the puzzle to accomplish the goals. For example, while Mt. CB Information 
Stations may be at a site targeted to visitors, it still has information that residents and 
workers in town can use. To accommodate all user groups and make meaningful impacts 
on travel and congestion, Mt. CB should be deliberate in implementation. However, as all 
strategies have some level of benefit for all users, it is recommended that Mt. CB identify 
which Mobility Users and strategies are priorities for implementation, which could result in 
an initial emphasis on one user group over another. 

North Valley Partnerships
Mt. CB is one of many communities within the North Valley and Gunnison County, and 
as such, the mobility challenges that face Mt. CB do not begin or end at the town limits. 
Therefore, the implementation of TDM strategies cannot be insular to the Town. Changing 
travel behavior and providing more mobility choices will require intentional collaboration 
with Mt. CB’s regional partners to create win-win situations for all to address and solve 
shared mobility problems. Regional cooperation may include working with Mountain 
Express and RTA, Gunnison County, the Town of Crested Butte, and more. The key to 
regional cooperation is that each entity can play a different yet essential role. Some 
strategies may require Mt. CB to be the lead agency, and partners may assist financially 
or in other ways. Other TDM strategies may need another agency, such as Mountain 
Express, to take the lead but have support from Mt. CB and others. Strategies that require 
regional cooperation are noted in the strategy tables on pages 5-6.
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Mobility Users in Mt. CB
A Network for Many Users
Mt. CB’s mobility network serves a diverse range of 
users – from year-round residents to first-time visitors 
skiing for the day. Nearly everyone who travels to and 
through Mt. CB can be categorized into one of four 
Mobility User types: 

 » I live in Mt. CB

 » I work in Mt. CB

 » I often travel to Mt. CB

 » I visit Mt. CB

These Mobility Users experience Mt. CB’s mobility 
network in distinct ways and, as a result, have distinct 
needs. They may vary in their typical travel mode, 
season of travel, and familiarity with the Town’s network. 
Each Mobility User type also has unique means of 
accessing information about traveling around Mt. CB. 
Defining characteristics for each Mobility User type are 
shown in the table below and further defined on pages 
8-12.

Strategies to Meet Distinct Needs
The different characteristics and needs for Mobility 
Users help determine which strategies work best to 
meet the TDM goals of the Town. Some strategies are 
broadly beneficial for every Mobility User type while 
others cater to the specific needs of one or two types. 

A singular focus on programs for residents or projects 
for visitors will be minimally effective for Mt. CB. Instead, 
this range of strategies serves as a toolkit for the Town 
and its partners to address TDM related challenges 
holistically.

As a general best practice, the town should consider 
serving the needs for people of all ages and abilities 
when implementing TDM strategies. TDM naturally 
lends itself to providing options that are meaningful 
for adults, youth, and seniors, but whether these age 
groups are residents, employees, or visitors, ensuring 
their needs are incorporated into the mobility network 
is important.

I live in Mt. CB I work in Mt. CB
Familiarity with the 
mobility network

    

Typical modes(s) of 
transportation  

Seasonality All

Transportation 
Information

Word of mouth, social media, 
periodicals, community groups, 
mobile apps (ex: Google Maps), 
bus stops and schedules

Familiarity with the 
mobility network

    

Typical modes(s) of 
transportation

Seasonality All or Seasonal

Transportation 
Information

Co-workers, employers, mobile 
apps (ex: Google Maps), bus 
stop stops and schedules

I often travel to Mt. CB I visit Mt. CB
Familiarity with the 
mobility network

    

Typical modes(s) of 
transportation  

Seasonality All or Seasonal

Transportation 
Information

Social media, word of mouth, 
mobile apps (ex: Google Maps), 
bus stops and schedules

Familiarity with the 
mobility network

    

Typical modes(s) of 
transportation  

Seasonality Seasonal - Likely Summer/Winter

Transportation 
Information

Social media, bus drivers, tourism 
resources and venues, mobile 
apps (ex: Google Maps), bus stops 
and schedules
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C1 TDM Info Campaign
  

C2 Mt. CB Information Stations
  

C3 North Valley Visitors App
    

C4 Transit Access Mobile App
  

I1 Trailhead Facility Improvements

I2 Mt. CB Mobility Hub

I3 Install Smart Parking Technologies
  

I4 Study Gothic Road Design
  

I5 6th Street & Elk Avenue Intersection
  

How to Use this TDM Guide
The information provided in this document presents the following:

 » A summary table of all strategies (pages 5-6);

 » Catalyst and Major Moves descriptions (page 7);

 » Strategies grouped by their application for each mobility user group and the potential time frame for 
implementation (pages 8-12); and

 » Categorized TDM strategy descriptions with implementation considerations (pages 13-30).

This document is an easy-to-use guide with strategies that are able to be leveraged independently or together. The 
summary table in Figure 1 shows each strategy, its category, which goal(s) apply, the mobility user group(s), if the 
strategy is a Catalyst or Major Move for the Town (more details on page 7) , and the potential time frame to implement 
the strategy. The identified time frame for a given TDM strategy is an estimate used here for planning purposes to 
help guide future discussions. As implementation relies on multiple factors for a given strategy, these time frames 
may change due to available funding, partnership opportunities, or even the Town’s desire to implement based on 
priorities that correlate with implementing the Master Plan.

Figure 1: TDM Summary Strategy Table and Legend

Communication

Policy

Infrastructure

Program

Transit

Category

Addresses 
Congestion

Champions 
Choice

Enables 
Growth

Goal

Short
1-3 years

Mid
4-6 years

Long
7+ years

Time Frame

Catalyst

Major Move

Opportunity Area
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I6 Sidewalk & Crossing Improvements

  

P1 Update Developer Requirements
  

P2 Unbundled and Joint Parking

P3 Regular Partner Coordination
    

P4 Update Path Maintenance Policies
  

G1 E-Bike Share Program
  

G2 Bicycle Parking Program
  

G3 Transit Incentive Program

G4 Update Local Parking Fees

G5 Workplace Commute Incentives
  

G6 Signature Mt. CB Events
  

G7 Visitor Travel Survey 

G8 Commuter Travel Survey

T1 Demand Response & Micro Transit
  

T2 Recalibrate Transit Services
  

T3 Improve Bus Stops

T4 Trailhead Shuttles
  

T5 Transit Intercept Lot
  

T6 Snowstang Extension
  

Figure 1 Continued

Communication

Policy

Infrastructure

Program

Transit

Category

Addresses 
Congestion

Champions 
Choice

Enables 
Growth

Goal

Short
1-3 years

Mid
4-6 years

Long
7+ years

Time Frame

Catalyst

Major Move

Opportunity Area
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C1: TDM Info Campaign

Catalyst Major 
Move

Opportunity Areas: 
Catalyst & Major Moves Strategies

Catalyst Projects are strategies that, once 
implemented, generate even more opportunities 
for the Town and its local partners to advance TDM 
initiatives. The Town should pursue Catalyst Projects 
early on because they magnify the impact of existing 
mobility policies and unlock possibilities for future 
TDM policies. For example, the Visitor Travel Survey 
is a Catalyst Project because the insights gathered 
from the survey will help the Town better target its 
communication approach and tailor other TDM 
strategies to meet the stated needs of the survey 
respondents.

Major Moves are strategies that may take more 
effort on the part of the Town and its partners but 
have the potential for significant impacts in the way 
people move around Mt. CB. Major Moves often 
require intentional planning and partnerships before 
implementation. They may also cost more, requiring 
an innovative funding approach. A Major Move like 
building a Mobility Hub at the Commercial Core will 
take years of planning and design but it has the 
potential to reshape the way that residents, visitors, 
and workers arrive to and interact with Mt. CB, 
especially during peak seasons.

1
C4: Transit Access Mobile App 2

G7: Visitor Travel Survey 3
T2: Recalibrate Transit Services 4

T6: Snowstang Extension

G6: Signature Mt. CB Events

5
6

I2: Mt. CB Mobility Hub

I4: Study Gothic Rd Design

I5: 6th St & Elk Ave Intersection

G1: E-Bike Share Program

T5: Transit Intercept Lot

1
2
3
4
5

C3: N. Valley Visitors App6
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Strategies for All

Some TDM strategies may apply to one or a few specific 
mobility user groups, while others may be advantageous 
to implement for the benefit of everyone. This page 
highlights those TDM strategies that apply to all users. 
These strategies mainly consist of policies and transit 
service enhancements. It is important to note that while 
the TDM strategy will ultimate serve all users, the user 
group call-outs specify the greatest impact to that group’s 
potential to change in mobility behavior. Many of the 
strategies can work together and build off each other.

Figure 2: TDM Strategies for All Mobility User Groups

Strategy Category Goal Regional Strategy Opportunity Area
Near Term Strategies

C1 TDM Info Campaign
  

C4 Transit Access Mobile App
  

P3 Regular Partner Coordination
    

P4 Update Path Maintenance Policies
  

Mid Term Strategies
G2 Bicycle Parking Program

  

G3 Transit Incentive Program

T1 Demand Response & Micro Transit
  

T2 Recalibrate Transit Services
  

Long Term Strategies
I2 Mt. CB Mobility Hub

I6 Sidewalk & Crossing Improvements
  

P1 Update Developer Requirements
  

G1 E-Bike Share Program
  

T3 Improve Bus Stops
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Strategies for People who  
Live in Mt. CB
Residents are the most familiar with the mobility system 
as it exists today within Mt. CB. Depending on the 
season, residents may adjust their times, travel mode, 
and route to avoid peak season congestion. Residents 
typically own a vehicle and use their vehicle to get out 
of town. When making trips within Mt. CB, they may 
choose to walk or bike depending on the topography, 
time, destination, ability, and who they are traveling with 
(e.g. children). 

Figure 3: TDM Strategies for People Who Live in Mt. CB

Strategy Category Goal Regional Strategy Opportunity Area
Near Term Strategies

I5 6th Street & Elk Avenue Intersection
  

G8 Commuter Travel Survey

T6 Snowstang Extension
  

Mid Term Strategies
I1 Trailhead Facility Improvements

I4 Study Gothic Road Design
  

P2 Unbundled and Joint Parking

G5 Workplace Commute Incentives
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Strategies for People who  
Work in Mt. CB
Many workers live outside Mt. CB but are familiar with the 
Town’s mobility network and options available. Workers 
generally fall into a seasonal or year-round working 
pattern; these characteristics make avoiding seasonal 
vehicle congestion difficult. Workers typically own a 
vehicle and likely use it to get to work. However, some 
take advantage of Mountain Express and RTA service.  
Once at their place of work, workers rely on employers 
to supply parking. Those who work in the Commercial 
Core  use the Snowmass and Ratsa parking lots where 
access to lockers and other amenities are nearby and 
convenient. Information regarding mobility, and parking 
come primarily from employers, word-of-mouth from 
coworkers, or mobile apps like Google Maps.  

Figure 4: TDM Strategies for People Who Work in Mt. CB

Strategy Category Goal Regional Strategy Opportunity Area
Near Term Strategies

I5 6th Street & Elk Avenue Intersection
  

G8 Commuter Travel Survey

Mid Term Strategies
I4 Study Gothic Road Design

  

G4 Update Local Parking Fees

G5 Workplace Commute Incentives
  

Long Term Strategies
T5 Transit Intercept Lot
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Strategies for People who  
Travel Often to Mt. CB
Many people regularly travel to Mt. CB by car to take 
advantage of the many activities available. This includes 
folks coming from Crested Butte, Crested Butte South, 
the City of Gunnison, unincorporated areas of Gunnison 
County, and areas like Meridian Lake that are not 
currently served by transit. Many repeat travelers use 
a car to access the Town’s shuttle bus to reach the 
Commercial Core and trailheads, but are flexible in 
how they ultimately reach Town. Repeat travelers may 
also change their travel patterns to avoid peak season 
congestion, but may not be able to take full advantage 
of seasonal activities. Repeat travelers seek information 
about the Mt. CB mobility network from social media 
and word-of-mouth. 

Strategy Category Goal Regional Strategy Opportunity Area
Near Term Strategies

T6 Snowstang Extension
  

I5 6th Street & Elk Avenue Intersection
  

G6 Signature Mt. CB Events
  

G7 Visitor Travel Survey 

Mid Term Strategies
I1 Trailhead Facility Improvements

I3 Install Smart Parking Technologies
  

I4 Study Gothic Road Design
  

G2 Bicycle Parking Program
  

G4 Update Local Parking Fees

Long Term Strategies
G1 E-Bike Share Program

  

C2 Mt. CB Information Stations
  

T4 Trailhead Shuttles
  

T5 Transit Intercept Lot
  

Figure 5: TDM Strategies for People Who often Travel to Mt. CB
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Strategies for People who 
Are Visiting Mt. CB
First-time or infrequent visitors have limited knowledge 
of the mobility system within Mt. CB. Visitors are mostly 
drawn to peak season activities and are unable to avoid 
seasonal congestion. Visitors may or may not own a 
vehicle but likely need a vehicle to make all or part of 
the trip to Mt. CB. Many are open to non-vehicle options 
for getting to Mt. CB, or traveling within town during 
their visit, especially if it is convenient and inexpensive. 
Visitors typically get their information from social media, 
bus stops or transit signage, informally from bus drivers, 
or tourism resources and venues like resorts.    

   

Strategy Category Goal Regional Strategy Opportunity Area
Near Term Strategies

G6 Signature Mt. CB Events
  

G7 Visitor Travel Survey 

T6 Snowstang Extension
  

Mid Term Strategies
C3 North Valley Mobile App

    

I1 Trailhead Facility Improvements

I3 Install Smart Parking Technologies
  

P2 Unbundled and Joint Parking

G4 Update Local Parking Fees

Long Term Strategies
C2 Mt. CB Information Stations

  

G1 E-Bike Share Program
  

T4 Trailhead Shuttles
  

T5 Transit Intercept Lot
  

Figure 6: TDM Strategies for People Who Visit Mt. CB
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Key Information for All Strategies 
The following pages offer a profile of each recommended 
strategy. The profiles provide detailed information 
about strategies, including its type, the TDM goals it  
helps achieve, a description, the Mobility Users served, 
context for implementation, and an example of the 
strategy implementation in similar communities across 
the United States. 

Strategy Groupings
Strategies are grouped by category for reference:

 »  Communications

 »  Infrastructure

 »  Policy

 »  Program

 »  Transit

All strategy profiles share similar information and are intended to serve as standalone resources to help the Town 
and its partners kick start implementation. The sample strategy, below, shows how the information is presented on 
the following pages.

Category describes the type of strategy from 
the five different Categories described on 
pages 14, 16, 20, 22, and 27.

Serves People Who... uses check marks  to 
indicate which Mobility User groups are most 
served by the strategy. 

Goals show which of the three Mt. CB TDM 
goals this strategy helps to achieve. 

Timeline offers an expected time frame for each 
strategy that includes: Near Term, Mid Term, and 
Long Term. A few  strategies are Ongoing.

How to Read a Strategy Profile

Strategy Toolkit

Description
The description will detail the key characteristics of a 
strategy and its intended impact on mobility in Mt. CB. 
Where necessary, the description will include how 
the strategy may complement other TDM strategies 
and mobility policies.

Serves People Who...
 Live in Mt. CB
 Work in Mt. CB
 Often Travel to Mt. CB
 Visit Mt. CB

Implementation

The Implementation section provides any pertinent 
context about partnering agencies, phasing, or other 
considerations for bringing a strategy to fruition.

Partner 
Agencies: 

The list of agencies that Mt. CB 
can potentially partner with to 
implement and coordinate each 
strategy

Timeline:

Example: Most strategies include hyperlinked 
examples from communities similar 
to Mt. CB and the North Valley.

Category: Communication Goals:
  

Sample Strategy Name

1

2

3 4

1

2

3

4
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Description
Distribute communication materials to help people 
identify and access non-auto travel options in and 
around Mt. CB, especially during peak seasons. 
Information campaigns should target specific Mobility 
User groups and use both print and digital channels. 
Campaigns can promote existing multimodal services 
and infrastructure in the Town (Mountain Express and 
RTA routes, recreational trails, etc.) and new initiatives 
implemented as part of this plan. A “Getting around 
Mt. CB Guide” and “Good Neighbor Guide” can be 
signature components of this campaign.

Serves People Who...
 Live in Mt. CB
 Work in Mt. CB
 Often Travel to Mt. CB
 Visit Mt. CB

Implementation
This strategy will require close coordination with Mt. CB 
partners to gather and maintain updated information. 
Partnerships will also be crucial to promoting the 
information, including in communities where visitors 
live (outside of the North Valley). For example, hotels, 
the resort, and short-term rental properties can offer 
important first-impression communications to visitors.

Partner 
Agencies: 

Chamber of Commerce, Employers 
including Crested Butte Mountain Resort 
and hotels, Short-term rentals, Town 
of Crested Butte, Crested Butte South 
POA, RTA, Gunnison County, City of 
Gunnison

Timeline:      Near Term

Example: Lake Tahoe Visitors Authority’s Visit 
Lake Tahoe branding efforts

Category: Communication Goals:

  

Communications Strategies

C1: TDM Information Campaign Catalyst

A Cornerstone of TDM
Changing mobility behavior can be difficult, especially 
if someone has become accustomed to using a certain 
transportation mode or a certain route. Effective, useful 
information sharing is necessary to build successful 
TDM programs. 

The recommended Communications strategies on the 
following pages amplify the Town’s existing mobility 
options and will create new platforms for promoting 
other TDM strategies or multimodal access as they are 
implemented. 

Recommended Strategies
 » C1: TDM Information Campaign (page 14)

 » C2: Mt. CB Information Stations (page 15)

 » C3: North Valley Mobile App (page 15)

 » Transit Access Mobile App (page 16)
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Category: Communication Goals:

  

Category: Communication Goals:

 

Description
Develop a mobile app for the North Valley to 
communicate with residents, visitors, and commuters. 
The app can include the “Guide for Getting around 
the North Valley,” “Good Neighbor Guide,” Mountain 
Express and RTA service information, and other critical 
information such as trail closures and parking lot 
capacity. The app can also be a key tool for information 
campaigns and to promote many TDM initiatives.

Serves People Who...
 Live in Mt. CB
 Work in Mt. CB
 Often Travel to Mt. CB
 Visit Mt. CB

Implementation
A successful mobile app will require coordination with 
other local partners who participate in and benefit from 
the North Valley’s tourism industry. Mt. CB can work 
with these partners to determine goals for the app and 
hire a developer to build and maintain app information. 
Materials developed for Information Campaigns can be 
promoted through this app.

Partner 
Agencies: 

Town of Crested Butte, Gunnison 
County, Chamber of Commerce

Timeline: Mid Term

Example: Visit Lake Tahoe App
Visit Steamboat Springs! App
Winter Park App

Description
Install new information stations at key locations 
throughout the Town to share information about mobility 
options in Mt. CB, important events, trail closures and 
maintenance, special promotions, etc. The stations 
should be highly visible with consistent branding and 
should serve as navigational points in the Town’s 
wayfinding network. The Town can work with partner 
agencies to maintain and regularly update the stations.

Serves People Who...
 Live in Mt. CB
 Work in Mt. CB
 Often Travel to Mt. CB
 Visit Mt. CB

Implementation

Mt. CB will need to work with community organizations 
and local partners to determine the ideal location, 
design, and funding source for  new Information 
Stations. These stations can be primary locations for 
materials from future Information Campaigns.

Partner 
Agencies: 

Chamber of Commerce,  
Downtown Development Authority, 
Town Center Community Association, 
Mountain Express, RTA

Timeline:                          Long Term                                                           

Example: Northwest Arkansas  
Razorback Regional Greenway 
wayfinding initiative

C3: North Valley Visitors App

C2: Mt. CB Information Stations

Major 
Move
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Infrastructure Strategies
Enhancing the Network for TDM
Although this toolkit does not replace a comprehensive 
mobility plan with a full set of recommendations for 
capital improvements, the Town can invest in targeted 
infrastructure improvements that set the stage for other 
TDM strategies. Most of these improvements are not 
straightforward redesigns of a street or intersection 
but include investments in technology and end-of-trip 
facilities that make it safer and more convenient to walk, 
bike, and ride transit.

Recommended Strategies
 » I1: Trailhead Facility Improvements (page 17)

 » I2: Mt. CB Mobility Hub (page 17)

 » I3: Install Smart Parking Technologies (page 18)

 » I4: Study Gothic Road Design (page 18)

 » I5: 6th Street & Elk Avenue Intersection (page 19)

 » I6: Sidewalk & Crossing Improvements (page 19)

Category: Communication Goals:

  

Description
Leverage an existing app to communicate transit access 
and service with the community. There are multiple apps 
in existence that enable transit agencies to upload their 
data to the app and use the platform to communicate 
things like locations of bus stops, transit routes, service 
frequency, route selection, service notifications, and 
even real-time arrival information. RTA currently uses 
the Transit App for these purposes and the inclusion of 
Mountain Express on the same platform could create 
more seamless travel in the region.

Serves People Who...
 Live in Mt. CB
 Work in Mt. CB
 Often Travel to Mt. CB
 Visit Mt. CB

Implementation
Coordination with Mountain Express and other regional 
partners to select an existing app platform and the intents 
will help ensure that all applicable data are incorporated. 
Advertisement of this app through regional partners will 
be important, as well as coordination with RTA.
 

Partner 
Agencies: 

Town of Crested Butte, Gunnison 
County, Chamber of Commerce, 
Mountain Express, RTA

Timeline:      Near Term

C3: Transit Access Mobile App Catalyst
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Description
Invest in pedestrian and bicycle access to trailheads in 
Town including Snodgrass Trailhead and Upper Loop 
Trailhead on Hunter Hill Road. Where possible, construct 
new transit stops at trailheads and expand bike parking 
and other first-last mile amenities at trailheads such as 
restrooms and bicycle fix-it stations. New access and 
amenities should reduce the need for trailhead parking 
and mitigate congestion on local roadways.

Serves People Who...
 Live in Mt. CB
 Work in Mt. CB
 Often Travel to Mt. CB
 Visit Mt. CB

Implementation
Town staff should work with trail owners and future 
developers near both trailheads to design and construct 
trailhead improvements. Any improvements should align 
with recommendations from the Town’s Master Plan.

Partner 
Agencies: 

Applicable Developers, Crested Butte 
Mountain Bike Association

Timeline: Mid Term

Example: Basin Recreation Trail access 
improvements in Park City, UT.

Category: Infrastructure Goals:

  

I1: Trailhead Facility Improvements

Description
Incorporate a mobility hub as part of plans for any future 
Commercial Core redevelopment. The hub should 
include a central transit station with capacity to serve 
Mountain Express and RTA routes, bicycle parking, bike 
share rentals and information, an information station/
kiosk, and a public parking garage. The hub could 
serve as a gateway for visitors to Mt. CB and a central 
gathering point and event space.

Serves People Who...
 Live in Mt. CB
 Work in Mt. CB
 Often Travel to Mt. CB
 Visit Mt. CB

Implementation
Construction of a central Mobility Hub will require 
significant effort and close coordination with transit 
stakeholders and Commercial Core businesses and 
entities like the Downtown Development Authority. The 
location, design, construction, and programming for a 
Mobility Hub should be a collaborative undertaking, 
and could be a candidate project for state and federal 
grants. 

Partner 
Agencies: 

Developers, Downtown Development 
Authority, Mountain Express, RTA

Timeline:                          Long Term                                                           

Example: Tahoe Mobility Hub in  
Washoe County, NV.

Category: Infrastructure Goals:

 

I2: Mt. CB Mobility Hub Major 
Move
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Description
Invest in smart parking technologies that monitor 
parking lot usage and communicate when lots are near 
full-capacity via dynamic signage and other channels. 
Dynamic signs should direct visitors to avoid full lots and 
instead utilize Mountain Express, RTA, or other parking 
lots to reduce congestion at Commercial Core and on 
Gothic Road. The installation of smart payment lanes in 
parking lots may also reduce congestion at lot entrances 
and exits. The Town should identify the existing parking 
lots ideal for smart technology and work with lot owners 
to fund and implement the new technologies.

Serves People Who...
 Live in Mt. CB
 Work in Mt. CB
 Often Travel to Mt. CB
 Visit Mt. CB

Implementation
Implementation of this strategy may require participation 
from partners outside of Mt. CB to site and construct 
dynamic messaging signs. Mt. CB will need to work 
with those partners and contract to install smart parking 
technologies for lots within the Town.

Partner 
Agencies: 

Crested Butte Mountain Resort,  
Large parking lot owners,  
Gunnison County 
Mountain Express, RTA

Timeline: Mid Term

Example: Dynamic messaging signs in 
Breckenridge, CO
Future improvements could integrate 
smart parking with the mobile app (C3).

Category: Infrastructure Goals:

 

I3: Install Smart Parking Technologies

Description
Initiate a feasibility study to redesign Gothic Road to 
accommodate dedicated lanes for emergency vehicles 
and high-occupancy vehicles such as Mountain Express 
and RTA buses and hotel shuttles. The study can 
investigate a variety of design options including using 
shoulders, rebuilding to include a dedicated lane, or 
other strategies. 

Serves People Who...
 Live in Mt. CB
 Work in Mt. CB
 Often Travel to Mt. CB
 Visit Mt. CB

Implementation
Right-of-way constraints limit what the Town can 
reasonably redesign along Gothic Road. However, 
a feasibility study will help to document and better 
understand those constraints and give the Town an 
opportunity to think creatively about potential solutions. 

Partner 
Agencies: 

Town of Crested Butte, Gunnison 
County, State of Colorado, Mountain 
Express, RTA

Timeline:      Near Term

Category: Infrastructure Goals:

 

I4: Study Gothic Road Design
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Description
Partner with the Town of Crested Butte to develop 
design options for the intersection of 6th Street and Elk 
Avenue in Crested Butte. A redesign of the intersection 
should improve the operations of the intersection to 
facilitate better ingress and egress to Mt. CB during 
peak seasons while also improving access to the Visitor 
Center at that intersection. 

Serves People Who...
 Live in Mt. CB
 Work in Mt. CB
 Often Travel to Mt. CB
 Visit Mt. CB

Implementation
Since the intersection is outside of Mt. CB, the Town 
will need to coordinate closely with and rely on the 
leadership of Crested Butte for implementation. Any 
improvements should also consider impacts on the 
Visitors Center at the intersection. 

Partner 
Agencies: 

Town of Crested Butte, Gunnison 
County, State of Colorado, Chamber of 
Commerce

Timeline:                          Long Term                                                           

Example: County of Placer’s  
North Lake Tahoe roundabout

Category: Infrastructure Goals:

 

I5: 6th St. & Elk Ave. Intersection Major 
Move

Description
Fill in gaps in the sidewalk network where Mt. CB 
expects pedestrian activity such as streets in and 
around Commercial Core, around potential future 
developments outside of Commercial Core, and to major 
destinations such as trailheads. New sidewalk designs 
should include safe crossings and consider the impacts 
of slope and snow removal on sidewalk accessibility. 
The Town should also improve the design of Gothic 
Road pedestrian and bicycle crossings at Castle Road, 
Snowmass Road, and the entrance of Town.

Serves People Who...
 Live in Mt. CB
 Work in Mt. CB
 Often Travel to Mt. CB
 Visit Mt. CB

Implementation
Each street and crossing will face unique implementation 
challenges, including steep slopes and lack of right-
of-way. The Town will need to work closely with civic 
organizations and residents to identify and construct 
these improvements. The Town should consider 
starting in places with highest need or highest demand 
for walking and biking.

Partner 
Agencies: 

Gunnison County,  
Crested Butte South POA,  
Town Center Community Association

Timeline:                          Long Term                                                           

Example: Steamboat Springs  
Sidewalk Master Plan

Category: Infrastructure Goals:

 

I6: Sidewalk & Crossing Improvements
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Description
Require new developments and redevelopments 
to include multimodal infrastructure such as bicycle 
parking, information stations, wayfinding, bike share 
stations or dockless bike parking, and transit facilities. 
A distinct set of standards could apply to developments 
depending on their size, type, and location. For example, 
all new commercial developments could include 
required bicycle parking with additional bike parking 
and a bike share station required for developments in 
close proximity to a trailhead.

Serves People Who...
 Live in Mt. CB
 Work in Mt. CB
 Often Travel to Mt. CB
 Visit Mt. CB

Implementation
The Town should conduct best practice research and 
seek feedback from residents, developers, and other 
local stakeholders to inform the elements included in 
any updated requirements. 

Partner 
Agencies: 

Developers,  
Downtown Development Authority

Timeline:                          Long Term                                                           

Example: City of Aspen 2019  
land use code amendments

Category: Policy Goals:

 

P1: Update Developer Requirements

Policy Strategies
Setting the Stage for Growth
Now is the time to prepare for the anticipated growth in 
Mt. CB and the North Valley. The Town’s master planning 
efforts show a forward-looking commitment to envision 
how future development will impact all aspects of life in 
Mt. CB. 

The Town can also get ahead of this future growth through 
intentional policy changes and partner coordination. 
The recommended policy-related TDM strategies help 
ensure that new developments expand mobility options 
and allow the Town to grow responsibly.

Recommended Strategies
 » P1: Update Developer Requirements (page 20)

 » P2: Unbundled & Joint Parking (page 21)

 » P3: Regular Partner Coordination (page 21)

 » P4: Update Path Maintenance (page 22)
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Description
Meet quarterly with partner agencies such as Crested 
Butte, Gunnison County, Mountain Express, RTA, and 
others to implement TDM strategies, prepare for peak 
seasons, and coordinate planning and funding efforts to 
implement win-win projects.

Serves People Who...
 Live in Mt. CB
 Work in Mt. CB
 Often Travel to Mt. CB
 Visit Mt. CB

Implementation
Mt. CB should coordinate with partners to determine 
who should facilitate,  where to host meetings (virtual or 
not), and what topics should be on the agenda. 

Partner 
Agencies: 

Town of Crested Butte, Gunnison 
County, City of Gunnison, Mountain 
Express, Chamber of Commerce, RTA,  
Civic associations

Timeline:      Near Term

Category: Policy Goals:

  

P3: Regular Partner Coordination

Description
Require new residential developments to unbundle 
parking costs from housing costs to allow residents to 
rent housing and parking spaces separately. This can be 
paired with requirements for all new developments and 
existing land owners of large parking lots to allow joint 
parking for nearby destinations to reduce the amount 
of parking spaces needed throughout Town. Both of 
these parking policies should be implemented with 
complementary strategies like establishing overnight 
parking areas near transit stops and ensuring sufficient 
loading and unloading space for new developments.

Serves People Who...
 Live in Mt. CB
 Work in Mt. CB
 Often Travel to Mt. CB
 Visit Mt. CB

Implementation
Like other policies, the Town should conduct thorough 
best practice research and seek feedback from 
developers, residents, and other stakeholders to 
determine the appropriate complementary policies and 
phasing for implementation. 

Partner 
Agencies: 

Developers, Downtown Development 
Authority, Large parking lot owners

Timeline: Mid Term

Example: Bishop, CA unbundled parking  
in their Downtown Bishop Plan
Jackson, WY fee-in-lieu  
of parking ordinance

Category: Policy Goals:

P2: Unbundled & Joint Parking
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Description
Include recreational paths as part of regular winter 
maintenance and work with Gunnison County to 
ensure that snow removal operations do not require 
path closures. Snow removal on paths should prioritize 
connections into Mt. CB and major destinations within 
the Town.

Serves People Who...
 Live in Mt. CB
 Work in Mt. CB
 Often Travel to Mt. CB
 Visit Mt. CB

Implementation
Implementation will rely on close partnership with 
Gunnison County to ensure that the logistics of path 
maintenance are possible given their available staffing 
resources. 

Partner 
Agencies: 

Gunnison County, Crested Butte 
Mountain Bike Association

Timeline:      Near Term

Example: Burlington, VT Snow & Ice Control Plan

Category: Communication Goals:

 

P4: Update Path Maintenance Policies

Program Strategies
Embracing New Initiatives
A commitment to TDM will require expanding the set of 
current mobility programs in the Town. These programs 
establish a framework for new initiatives that increase 
the mobility options and help people take advantage of 
existing transit services. These programs may require 
dedicated staff or working groups to kick start and 
maintain program functions. 

Recommended Strategies
 » G1: E-Bike Share Program (page 23)

 » G2: Bicycle Parking Program (page 23)

 » G3: Transit Incentive Program (page 24)

 » G4: Update Local Parking Fees (page 24)

 » G5: Workplace Commuting Initiatives (page 25)

 » G6: Signature Mt. CB Events (page 25)

 » G7: Visitor Travel Survey (page 26)

 » G8: Commuter Travel Survey (page 26) 
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Description
Install docked electric bicycle share stations throughout 
Town. Stations should be installed at visible, destination-
rich locations and most of the Town should be within 
one-quarter mile of at least one station. As an alternative, 
the Town may also invite dockless electric bicycle share 
and/or scooter companies to operate within Town limits. 
The Town may consider partnering with the Town of 
Crested Butte to implement a joint bike share system 
and require certain types of new and redeveloped 
buildings to include a station.

Serves People Who...
 Live in Mt. CB
 Work in Mt. CB
 Often Travel to Mt. CB
 Visit Mt. CB

Implementation
Prior to implementation, the Town (in partnership with 
Crested Butte) should identify potential E-Bike Share 
providers, potentially releasing a request for information/
qualifications to hear from interested companies. The 
Town can also work to identify ideal locations for future 
stations. 

Partner 
Agencies: 

Town of Crested Butte, Chamber of 
Commerce, Local businesses

Timeline:                          Long Term                                                           

Example: Summit Bike Share in Park City, UT
WE-cycle in Aspen, CO

Category: Program Goals:

 

G1: E-Bike Share Program Major 
Move

Description
Install more bicycle parking at key destinations like 
hotels, the resort, trailheads, and other major trip 
generators. Bike parking should be placed in logical 
locations such as near major entry points to destinations, 
away from snow storage, and covered if possible. Mt. 
CB can work with other local agencies to develop a 
program to provide free bike racks for local businesses 
willing to install them.

Serves People Who...
 Live in Mt. CB
 Work in Mt. CB
 Often Travel to Mt. CB
 Visit Mt. CB

Implementation
The Town will need to identify a source for procuring 
bike racks in bulk and work with local businesses and 
other stakeholders to identify ideal locations for the 
racks throughout the Town.

Partner 
Agencies: 

Downtown Development Authority, 
Chamber of Commerce,  
Local businesses

Timeline: Mid Term

Example: Lake Tahoe Bicycle Coalition  
Regional Bicycle Parking Program

Category: Program Goals:

 

G2: Bicycle Parking Program
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Description
Develop a Transit Incentive Program to encourage more 
people to ride Mountain Express and RTA to Mt. CB. 
Incentives can be targeted at regular and new visitors 
during peak seasons and could include discounts for 
local businesses, lift ticket coupons, or other benefits. 
The program could be a key component of a future 
information campaign.

Serves People Who...
 Live in Mt. CB
 Work in Mt. CB
 Often Travel to Mt. CB
 Visit Mt. CB

Implementation
A transit incentive program will require close 
coordination with partners to both identify potential 
incentives and communicate those incentives to people 
visiting the Town. Mt. CB can help Mountain Express and 
RTA identify and facilitate these partnerships.

Partner 
Agencies: 

Mountain Express, RTA,  
Town of Crested Butte, Chamber of 
Commerce

Timeline: Mid Term

Example: RideOn in Park City, UT

Category: Program Goals:

 

G3: Transit Incentive Program

Description
Work with parking lot owners in areas with a high density 
of destinations to implement per-entrance parking 
charges to encourage visitors who drive to park once 
and walk. Consider reducing parking fees for people 
who arrive before or stay past peak hours to reduce 
congestion during peak hours on Gothic Road. These 
strategies will work best when coupled with recalibrating 
existing bus service to extend operating times.

Serves People Who...
 Live in Mt. CB
 Work in Mt. CB
 Often Travel to Mt. CB
 Visit Mt. CB

Implementation
The Town can start with any publicly owned parking lots 
but will need to work one-on-one with private parking 
lot owners to discuss changes to parking fees that 
encourage parking and walking. The Town can develop 
a guide of recommended fee structures for parking fees 
to assist parking lot owners.

Partner 
Agencies: 

Crested Butte Mountain Resort,  
Large parking lot owners,  
Downtown Development Authority

Timeline: Mid Term

Example: City of Breckenridge  
gondola parking rates

Category: Program Goals:

G4: Update Local Parking Fees
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Description
Work with local employers like CBMR and hotels to 
create a suite of commute policies that encourage 
people to walk, bike, ride transit, and carpool to work. 
These policies could be incentives for workers such 
as reimbursement for commute expenses, health 
insurance benefits, and other perks. Initiatives may also 
include carpool matching at the workplace or through 
digital platforms like TreadShare or social media. Mt. CB 
can work with partners to develop a guide for employers 
about how to implement these types of programs in the 
workplace.

Serves People Who...
 Live in Mt. CB
 Work in Mt. CB
 Often Travel to Mt. CB
 Visit Mt. CB

Implementation
Implementing this strategy will rely on close partnership 
with local employers and agencies like the Chamber 
of Commerce to act as liaison to businesses. A how-to 
guide for employers will help communicate the logistics 
and benefits of these initiatives.

Partner 
Agencies: 

Major employers, Town of Crested 
Butte, Chamber of Commerce,  
Downtown Development Authority

Timeline: Mid Term

Example: TreadShare carpooling app
RidePro carpooling in  
Colorado Springs, CO

Category: Program Goals:

  

G5: Workplace Commuting Initiatives

Description
Create new events at Commercial Core during peak 
seasons to add to the number and type of activities 
that draw visitors to Mt. CB. These events should cater 
to today’s typical visitor to the Town and attract new 
tourists as well. Ideally the events will encourage people 
to arrive earlier and stay later in Mt. CB to reduce the 
number of people that are driving on Gothic Road at any 
given point in time.

Serves People Who...
 Live in Mt. CB
 Work in Mt. CB
 Often Travel to Mt. CB
 Visit Mt. CB

Implementation
These events will serve many purposes beyond TDM 
and the Town can convene local partners to brainstorm 
potential signature events. The Town can also leverage 
public buildings and open space to host events.

Partner 
Agencies: 

Chamber of Commerce,  
Major employers, Mountain Express, 
RTA, Major employers,  
Town Center Community Association

Timeline:      Near Term

Example: Crystal Mountain events calendar
Steamboat Springs events calendar
Copper Mountain events calendar

Category: Program Goals:

 

G6: Signature Mt. CB Events Catalyst
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Description
Conduct a bi-annual travel survey at the height of peak 
seasons to gather data from visitors about their travel 
habits including origin, mode choice, travel spending, 
and knowledge of mobility options in  Mt. CB. The survey 
can be a joint endeavor between local transit providers, 
major destinations, and the Town. Data from the survey 
can be used to understand mobility trends and alter TDM 
strategies to best meet the needs of visitors.

Serves People Who...
 Live in Mt. CB
 Work in Mt. CB
 Often Travel to Mt. CB
 Visit Mt. CB

Implementation
A survey of visitors will need to be conducted at key 
touch points for tourists and regular visitors like short-
term rentals, Mountain Express buses, lift stations, and 
similar places. Mt. CB can work with partners to identify 
those places and brainstorm the types of questions that 
would be most useful for understanding visitor travel 
behavior.

Partner 
Agencies: 

Town of Crested Butte, Gunnison 
County, Chamber of Commerce, 
Crested Butte Mountain Resort, Short-
term rentals, Hotels, Mountain Express, 
RTA

Timeline:      Near Term

Category: Program Goals:

G7: Visitor Travel Survey Catalyst

Description
Conduct a bi-annual travel survey of commuters 
during peak seasons to gather data from employees 
about their travel habits including origin, mode choice, 
travel spending, and knowledge of mobility options 
and incentives in Mt. CB. The survey can be a joint 
endeavor between the Town and major employers 
and can be used to justify and improve TDM initiatives 
such as carpool matching, transit service changes, and 
commute incentives.

Serves People Who...
 Live in Mt. CB
 Work in Mt. CB
 Often Travel to Mt. CB
 Visit Mt. CB

Implementation
Like the Visitor Travel Survey, the Town will need to get 
the Commuter Travel Survey into workplaces. The Town 
should coordinate with employers and transit agencies 
for survey outreach and to determine a useful set of 
questions. The Town should share the survey results 
with employers once collected and analyzed.

Partner 
Agencies: 

Town of Crested Butte, Major 
employers, Mountain Express, RTA

Timeline:      Near Term

Category: Program Goals:

G8: Commuter Travel Survey
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Description
Partner with Mountain Express to establish demand-
response and/or micro transit service for  low-density 
neighborhoods with high concentrations of employees 
and visitors (ex: Washington Gulch/Meridian Lake 
Area) to facilitate access to key destinations such as 
Commercial Core and Snodgrass Trailhead. Shuttles 
can be flexible and create additional frequency when 
not in use for demand response. Mountain Express 
should consider piloting a program using a contract 
operator to develop a proof of concept and gather data.

Serves People Who...
 Live in Mt. CB
 Work in Mt. CB
 Often Travel to Mt. CB
 Visit Mt. CB

Implementation
Creation of a new demand response service must be led 
by Mountain Express. The Town can partner by helping 
identify target locations (including a pilot), thinking 
through creative funding mechanisms, and promoting 
the service.

Partner 
Agencies: 

Mountain Express, RTA,  
Town of Crested Butte

Timeline: Mid Term

Example: Tahoe Truckee Area Regional Transit 
Service demand response service

Category: Transit Goals:

 

T1: Demand Response & Micro Transit

Transit Strategies
Building on Strong Services
To expand mobility options through TDM, communities 
must first have options available for people to use. Mt. 
CB benefits from the solid foundation of transit service 
provided by Mountain Express and RTA. 

The recommended transit strategies in this toolkit 
build upon those existing services to enhance span, 
frequency, and convenience for people using transit. 
For each recommendation, Mt. CB should rely on 
the leadership and expertise of its transit partners to 
determine when and how to support transit-related 
TDM efforts.

Recommended Strategies
 » T1: Demand Response & Micro Transit (page 27)

 » T2: Recalibrate Transit Services (page 28)

 » T3: Improve Bus Stops (page 28)

 » T4: Trailhead Shuttles (page 29)

 » T5: Transit Intercept Lot (page 29)

 » T6: Snowstang Extension (page 30)
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Description
Invest in new infrastructure at bus stops including 
real-time information via texting or QR codes, lighting, 
seating, and covered waiting areas. Improvements 
should focus on sharing information that helps transit 
riders identify the best way to get to their destination. 
Bus stop improvements can be incorporated into 
broader wayfinding improvements.

Serves People Who...
 Live in Mt. CB
 Work in Mt. CB
 Often Travel to Mt. CB
 Visit Mt. CB

Implementation
Mountain Express and RTA will need to take the lead 
on improving bus stops to ensure that the stops comply 
with their agency standards. The Town can support by 
providing right-of-way where possible, brainstorming 
bus stop locations and features, and collaborating to 
identify creative funding mechanisms.

Partner 
Agencies: 

Mountain Express, Town of Crested 
Butte, RTA, Downtown Development 
Authority

Timeline:                          Long Term                                                           

Example: Steamboat Springs  
bus stop investments 

Category: Transit Goals:

T3: Improve Bus Stops

Description
Leverage the upcoming 5-year Mountain Express transit 
study to understand today’s transit demand and identify 
changes to service frequency and route extents that 
better meet local needs. Partner with Mountain Express 
and RTA to overcome barriers to service expansion 
including changes to snow removal schedules 
and funding constraints for operations and capital 
expenditures. Use the study process as an opportunity 
to include Mountain Express service on the Transit app.

Serves People Who...
 Live in Mt. CB
 Work in Mt. CB
 Often Travel to Mt. CB
 Visit Mt. CB

Implementation
The Town can serve as a planning stakeholder as 
Mountain Express conducts its transit study. The study 
process should help identify ways in which the Town can 
continue to support Mountain Express’s transit services 
throughout the North Valley.

Partner 
Agencies: 

Mountain Express, RTA,  
Town of Crested Butte, Gunnison 
County

Timeline: Mid Term

Example: Updates to The Lift in Winter Park, CO

Category: Transit Goals:

 

T2: Recalibrate Transit Services Catalyst
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Description
Work with regional partners to build a new intercept 
lot for transit service before getting into the North 
Valley. This lot should encourage visitors to park and 
ride transit for the last leg of their trip to Crested Butte 
and Mt. CB, reducing the number of individual vehicles 
on Gothic Road and at the four-way stop in Crested 
Butte during peak seasons. The new lot should include 
attractive amenities such as indoor waiting areas, lift 
ticket stations, bike share stations, dog water stations, 
and other relevant amenities that visitors can use while 
they wait for the next bus. 

Serves People Who...
 Live in Mt. CB
 Work in Mt. CB
 Often Travel to Mt. CB
 Visit Mt. CB

Implementation
A transit intercept lot would need to be constructed 
outside of the Town boundaries, requiring partnership 
with another local government to construct. The Town 
should work closely with Mountain Express, RTA, and 
its local government partners to think strategically 
about the best location for a lot to ensure all parties find 
benefit.

Partner 
Agencies: 

Mountain Express, RTA,  
Gunnison County

Timeline:                          Long Term                                                           

Example: RFTA Transit Intercept Lot  
in Aspen, CO

Category: Transit Goals:

 

T5: Transit Intercept Lot

Description
Establish shuttle service to the Upper Loop and 
Snodgrass trailheads from key destinations in 
Commercial Core and the Town of Crested Butte during 
the summer season. Similar to a new demand-response 
service, the Town and Mountain Express can partner 
with a contract operator to pilot the trailhead shuttle to 
develop a proof of concept and gather data about what 
works.

Serves People Who...
 Live in Mt. CB
 Work in Mt. CB
 Often Travel to Mt. CB
 Visit Mt. CB

Implementation
Mountain Express should take the lead on planning 
and operating trailhead shuttles. The Town can support 
by identifying ideal routes and stopping locations, 
coordinating to identify creative funding mechanisms, 
and promoting the shuttles.  

Partner 
Agencies: 

Mountain Express, Town of Crested 
Butte, Crested Butte Mountain Bike 
Association, U.S. Forest Service

Timeline:                          Long Term                                                           

Example: Quandary Trail Shuttle  
in Blue River, CO

Category: Transit Goals:

  

T4: Trailhead Shuttles

Major 
Move
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Description
Coordinate with RTA to extend the terminus of the 
Snowstang “Crested Butte to Denver” route to Mt. CB. 
The extension would encourage visitors from Denver, 
Salida, and Gunnison to take transit. The Town will need 
to adopt an earlier snow removal schedule for the portion 
of Gothic Road from Crested Butte to Commercial Core.

Serves People Who...
 Live in Mt. CB
 Work in Mt. CB
 Often Travel to Mt. CB
 Visit Mt. CB

Implementation
The Town’s local transit partners – Mountain Express 
and RTA – are well-equipped to take the lead in 
advocating for an extension of the Snowstang into Mt. 
CB. The Town can play a role in negotiating early snow 
removal in partnership with the County.

Partner 
Agencies: 

RTA, Mountain Express,  
Gunnison County

Timeline:      Near Term

Example: Recent Bustang expansion

Category: Communication Goals:

 

T6: Snowstang Extension Catalyst


